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Uploading a File in Web Plus, General Information
Naming Files
Please indicate the name of the reporting facility in the file name. We are open to many ways to
do this. For example, you might include the facility initials, or the full facility name, or the
Reporting Source ID assigned by OCISS. If you are submitting more than one file on a day,
include something additional in the file name to distinguish individual files (for example, A, B, C
or 1, 2, 3).
File naming that distinguishes among facilities is extremely valuable as OCISS receives many
files, often with the same file names.
Upload timing and file size
Large file processing is very resource intensive and can affect all Web Plus activities.
Keep files under 500 abstracts and upload large files (300 – 500 abstracts) outside of regular
business hours (before 8am or after 3pm on weekdays).
Pop-up Blocker
Please make sure pop-up blocker is turned off or that Web Plus is added to the list of
approved sites. If the pop-up blocker is on, reports produced by Web Plus during file upload
will not display immediately (though you will be able to see these reports after file upload).
Bundles and Files
A bundle is the same thing as a file. Web Plus and this document use those terms
interchangeably.
Web Browser
Google Chrome is the recommended web browser, although other browsers (such as Internet
Explorer) may also work.
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Uploading a File in Web Plus, Steps
Logging In
Log in to Web Plus https://odhgateway.odh.ohio.gov/webplus/logonen.aspx
If this is your first time signing into Web Plus you will be prompted to change your password.
Passwords must be 8-20 characters long and contain at least one number. Special characters
($, #, !) are not accepted.
Uploading a File
From Home Page of Web Plus, click File Upload for your facility. If you have access to multiple
facilities, pick the facility for which you will be uploading the file. It is important for tracking and
other purposes that the facility under which you submit matches the facility information in the
uploaded file.

Click on ‘New Upload’
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You will see three options for file uploading.
• The current version for file submission – at this time, NAACCR V16.x;
• A non-NAACCR format; and
• The previous version for file submission – at this time, NAACCR V15.

Most file submissions will be in the current version; at this time ‘NAACCR V16.x File’. Make sure
the file you submit is in this version and has been run against the most current OCISS edit set.
You can find the edit set information on the Web Plus login page. OCISS also posts the
information to the OCISS website at
http://www.odh.ohio.gov/health/cancer/ocisshs/reporting1.aspx so that your cancer registry
software vendor can obtain the edit sets.
You would select ‘Non-NAACCR File’ if, for example, you are sending OCISS a file to correct
missing data. Unless specifically requested by OCISS, do not upload a non-NAACCR file without
first checking with OCISS.
If you need to upload a file in a previous NAACCR version (NAACCR V15 file), contact OCISS
before doing so.
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Select ‘Choose File’

You will then locate the file on your computer and select it. It will show up next to the ‘Choose
File’ button.

Entering a comment is optional. If you are uploading a file of cases that isn’t a typical
submission, for example, missing cases for a prior year that are being sent late, it is helpful to
indicate that in a comment.
Click ‘Upload’
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*** If you are uploading a large file, you may not want to wait for it to process. You can exit
Web Plus and return later***
The following window (left side) will appear which tracks the progress of your file upload.

If one or more records appear in red, such as record number 6 above, that means there is at
least one edit error and the file will be rejected. An Edit Report will pop up in a separate
window (right side above) with a list of errors by abstract. This error report is also available
elsewhere in Web Plus (described later in this document). Errors will need to be corrected in
your registry software, the file will have to be resubmitted, and the file with errors will need
to be deleted.
You should also receive an email indicating that the edit report is ready (if your email address
is correct in Web Plus, and if your facility does not block these automatically-generated
emails). If you logged out of the system while the upload was taking place, the email will let
you know it is complete. You will need to log back into Web Plus to view the edit report.
An example is seen below.
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If all records appear in green, as in the example below (left side), then all records have passed
all edits. A pop-up report will also indicate ‘Total Errors in the Bundle: 0’

You should receive an email indicating this as well.
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Viewing Information and Taking Action on any Uploaded File
Go to ‘Previous Uploads’, ‘Track File Uploads’

Here you will see a listing of all files that your facility uploaded along with the file name, date
uploaded, status, total abstracts, abstracts with errors, and total number of errors. You can
filter on Date Uploaded.

The Status column shows whether the bundle has no errors (‘Accepted’) or some abstracts with
errors (‘Rejected’).
In the ‘Action’ area, there are a few options.
Select ‘View Abstracts’ to see a basic report of submitted abstracts in the bundle:
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Select ‘View Edit Report’ to view the same edit report that appeared as a pop up after file
upload. This will include a list of errors by abstract that need to be corrected.

Select ‘Delete Bundle’ to delete a bundle with errors. Please delete your bundles with errors
when you submit the error free file.
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Select ‘View Data Quality Report’ to see the proportion of abstracts with missing/unknown
values and the diagnosis and discharge dates of submitted abstracts:
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File Upload: Unusual Occurrences
Sometimes a file upload does not process (for example, you don’t receive an email notification
that the file upload has processed), or you get this type of message:
Found carriage-return and line-feed in the file.
This file appears to have been previously uploaded.
Your file was not uploaded.
This generally means that the bundle timed out, even though that isn’t what it looks like it
means.
This shows up in the Previous Uploads list as a status of ‘Bundle Uploaded’ with no information
in abstract errors, and the Edit Report and Data Quality Report are missing (like the example
below).

When this happens, contact OCISS. OCISS can run the edits manually. Once that is done, the
edit report will be viewable in the Previous Uploads list. If there are no edit errors, the bundle
won’t need to be resubmitted. If there are edit errors, the errors will need to be corrected, the
file resubmitted, and the file with errors deleted.
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Contact Information

Lily Tatham

614-728-2304
Lilith.Tatham@odh.ohio.gov

OCISS phone number

614-752-2689

OCISS fax number

614-644-8028

OCISS email

OCISS@odh.ohio.gov

OCISS website

http://www.odh.ohio.gov/health/cancer/ocisshs/ci_surv1.aspx
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